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March 7, 2017 Faber features the New 2017 Downdraft Scirocco Lux at the
2017 Architectural Digest Show

The Scirocco Lux takes downdraft ventilation to new a level of luxury. Rising to a full height of
15” the Lux improves cooking versatility while maintaining kitchen design aesthetics by retracting
fully into the countertop. The Lux is featured at the Architectural Digest Show, Booth #271 on
March 16-19, 2017, Pier 92 & 94 in NYC.
Equipped with a powerful aspiration system, the Lux is adaptable to an array of cooktop choice.
Motor kits are available for 600, 900 and 1200 cfm requirements. The perimetric ventilation
system with silent kit improves the capture area of contaminants versus traditional methods, and
damps the sound of the blower. Installation is a breeze with a fully reversible motor box and
multiple internal ducting options. For the cooking enthusiast, the Lux adds a full set of features
including: 5 speed soft touch control panel offered in a soft gray or sleek black glass, LED light
bar which offers warm functional lighting, 30 minute auto shut off, filter wash alarm and remote
control option.
For consumers, builders, and installers the Scirocco Lux is a true breath of fresh air. The
Scirocco Lux is available for order now. Please visit www.faberonline.com to view Faber’s full
product line.
ABOUT FABER
Faber the global leader in kitchen ventilation, a part of the $2.2 Billion Franke Group, Kitchen
Systems division, has been producing high-end kitchen range hoods since 1955 in Fabriano,
Italy. For almost 60 years Faber has continued to manufacture with attention to detail,
engineering excellence and fine European design. From inserts to wall, island and value/designer
canopies, there is a style to fit almost every kitchen design.

